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Abstract

The USDA food and nutrient databases provide the basic infrastructure for food and nutrition research, nutrition monitoring, policy, and dietary practice. They have had a long history that goes back to 1892 and are unique, as they are the only databases available in the public domain that perform these functions. There are 4 major food and nutrient databases released by the Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Center (BHNRC), part of the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service. These include the USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, the Dietary Supplement Ingredient Database, the Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies, and the USDA Food Patterns Equivalents Database. The users of the databases are diverse and include federal agencies, the food industry, health professionals, restaurants, software application developers, academia and research organizations, international organizations, and foreign governments, among others. Many of these users have partnered with BHNRC to leverage funds and/or scientific expertise to work toward common goals. The use of the databases has increased tremendously in the past few years, especially the breadth of uses. These new uses of the data are bound to increase with the increased availability of technology and public health emphasis on diet-related measures such as sodium and energy reduction. Hence, continued improvement of the databases is important, so that they can better address these challenges and provide reliable and accurate data. J. Nutr. 143: 241S–249S, 2013.

Introduction

The role of diet and nutrition in the development, prevention, and treatment of noncommunicable diseases such as cancer, obesity, cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes is well documented. According to the WHO, up to 80% of coronary heart diseases, 90% of type 2 diabetes, and 33% of cancers could be prevented through diet and physical activity (1). Food and nutrient databases provide the basic infrastructure for food and nutrition research, nutrition monitoring, and dietary practice (2). In general, these databases may include food descriptions, nutrients or other dietary constituents of interest, and portion weights. The USDA has provided food and nutrient databases for foods in the American diet for over 115 y. These databases are unique, as they are the only databases available in the public domain that support these functions. The Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Center (BHNRC)¹, part of the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (ARS), is responsible for a considerable portion of this work. The purpose of this review...
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is to provide the scientific community a comprehensive overview of the USDA’s food and nutrient databases; their use in nutrition policy, food and nutrition research, and dietary practice; and the current state of the databases.

USDA’s Food and Nutrient Databases

The USDA’s role in food composition databases goes back to 1896 when the first comprehensive USDA bulletin was published on the composition of American foods by Atwater and Woods (3). These databases have evolved with the changing American diet, food environment, and public health needs. At present, there are 4 major food and nutrient databases released by 2 laboratories within BHNRC. The Nutrient Data Laboratory (NDL) compiles and disseminates the USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (SR) and the Dietary Supplement Ingredient Database (DSID), and the Food Surveys Research Group (FSRG) is responsible for the Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS) and the USDA Food Patterns Equivalents Database (FPED) (formerly MyPyramid Equivalents Database (MPED)). A brief description of each of the databases follows.

USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (SR)
The SR is the major source of food composition data in the United States. It provides the foundation for most food composition databases used in food policy, research, dietary practice, and nutrition monitoring. This database is updated yearly and the latest version is release 25. It contains data for more than 8000 food items and up to 146 nutrients and food components. The food composition data are derived from USDA contracted analyses, the food industry, and the scientific literature (4). The National Food and Nutrient Analysis Program (NFNAP) generates original analytical data for foods and dietary supplements sampled nationwide through a multi-stage probability sampling plan to support the estimation process, because comprehensive profiles for foods and dietary supplements are not available from other sources (5). Food items consumed specifically by minority population groups, such as Hispanics and Native Americans, and nutrient composition information for single ingredient meat and poultry cuts as mandated by the USDA also have been incorporated into SR. A subset of this dataset, comprising ~3000 food and beverage items for 65 nutrients and food components, provides the basis for the FNDDS, the database used to code dietary intakes and calculate nutrients for the What We Eat In America (WWEIA), the dietary component of the NHANES (4).

Dietary Supplement Ingredient Database (DSID)
The DSID provides information on analyzed amounts of nutrients in dietary supplements used in the US. It is intended mainly for research applications. At present, the database provides analytically validated values for adult and children’s multivitamin/mineral products. Work is in progress to expand products available to include (n-3) fatty acid products and prenatal vitamins. One of the main benefits of DSID is that users can merge the data with NHANES datasets to estimate total nutrient intake from food and supplements for the U.S. population. DSID has been developed in collaboration with the Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS) at NIH and other federal agencies (6,7).

In addition to these major databases, NDL also releases special interest databases, where the information may be focused on a specific class of components, generally bioactives of current research interest for a short list of foods (150–500 foods). For example, the USDA Database for the Flavonoid Content of Selected Foods was made available last year. It provides data for 500 food items for 26 selected, commonly occurring compounds organized into 5 classes of flavonoids (8).

Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS)
The FNDDS is a database of foods, their nutrient values, and weights for typical food portions. It is the underlying database for the USDA Automated Multiple Pass Method (AMPM) instrument used for collecting 24-h recalls from the survey respondents in WWEIA, NHANES. FNDDS is used to code the food intake data and calculate the nutrient intakes based on the foods and amounts reported in the survey. The database contains >7000 foods and beverages and 65 food components for each of these foods and >30,000 portion weights. There are no missing nutrient values in the FNDDS. The nutrient values for the FNDDS are derived from the SR. The database is updated biennially and the latest version is FNDDS 5.0, used for WWEIA, NHANES 2009–2010. Though the intent of FNDDS is to code dietary intakes and calculate nutrients for the national survey, WWEIA, NHANES, it is being increasingly used for purposes other than national nutrition monitoring such as the underlying database for the SuperTracker [Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion (CNPP), USDA], Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Recall (ASA24) [National Cancer Institute (NCI), NIH], and specialized databases such as FPED and Food Intakes Converted to Retail Commodities (FICRCD) (9).

USDA Equivalents Database (FPED) (formerly MyPyramid Equivalents Database (MPED))
The database translates foods consumed in national dietary surveys into the number of equivalents for the 32 food groups based on dietary guidance. Hence, it provides the ability to assess dietary intakes in relation to the dietary recommendations. The latest release was for WWEIA, NHANES 2003–2004, made available in 2008 (10). The database was retooled for the 2010 Dietary Guidelines. Uses of the database include assessing and monitoring dietary patterns, development of nutrition guidance such as MyPlate and Thrifty Food Plan, monitoring and evaluating Healthy People nutrition objectives, and study of diet-disease relationships.

Additional special purpose databases that translate the foods reported in national surveys into dietary constituents of interest and support specialized research policy needs also are developed and maintained by FSRG. For example, FICRCD was made available in 2011 in partnership with the Economic Research Service (ERS), USDA. The FICRCD converts foods consumed in national dietary surveys to 65 retail-level commodities such as fluid milk, apples, onions, and margarine. ERS uses the FICRCD to estimate retail commodity intakes by different socio-economic groups (11).

Role in national nutrition monitoring

The federal government in the US carries out several nutrition monitoring-related activities. Data from these activities are essential for monitoring the health and nutritional status of the U.S. population and formulating and evaluating policy in the areas of food safety, food fortification, food labeling, and food assistance programs, among others (12–14). USDA has been responsible for nutrition monitoring through food consumption surveys since the National Food Consumption Survey was conducted in 1933 (15). The Department of Health and Human
of the uses of the data are available in the scientific literature, many of the other uses either do not lend themselves to publication in scientific literature or are not published. Some of the current uses specifically related to the databases are included in the section below.

**Other uses and applications**

USDA's food and nutrient databases are used for many purposes other than national nutrition monitoring.

**Public policy.** The databases are used in various aspects of food, nutrition, and health policy. Below are a few examples:

- Dietary recommendations for the U.S. public—These include the Dietary Guidelines for Americans and Dietary Reference Intakes, the basis for federal nutrition policy. Food composition data from the SR, FNDDS, and MPED are key to their development. For example, the addition of choline and vitamin D to the databases led the Institute of Medicine to establish recommendations for these nutrients. They are used to provide food profiles, food sources, and intakes of food groups, nutrients, and dietary components by the U.S. population (28,29). The CNPP, USDA uses the databases to develop nutrition guidance and education for the general public (30). MPED provides a tool to assess intakes of the U.S. population in relation to the dietary recommendations.

- Food assistance programs—The databases play an important role in several aspects of these programs. For example, information from the databases such as added sugars and fat components and research thereof are used to improve USDA's food assistance programs and the Department of Defense's feeding programs. USDA Food Patterns and Thrifty Food Plans (CNPP, USDA), based on FNDDS and MPED, provide meal plans that comply with current dietary guidance at different cost levels and the cost associated, respectively. The Thrifty Food Plan is the basis for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program allotments (30). The Child Nutrition Database, developed by the Food and Nutrition Service and based on SR, is used to create plans for meals at schools and daycare centers (31). USDA databases are also used to estimate the cost of reimbursable meals (32).

**TABLE 1** Role of USDA’s food and nutrient databases in major federal food and nutrition-related monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Surveillance system</th>
<th>Key food/nutrition variable</th>
<th>Sponsor agency</th>
<th>Role of USDA databases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food and nutrient availability</td>
<td>Food and Nutrient Availability Data System</td>
<td>Per capita availability of food energy and 27 nutrients in the U.S. food supply</td>
<td>ERS and CNPP, USDA</td>
<td>SR is used to provide nutrient composition for food available for consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and nutrient acquisition</td>
<td>National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase Survey</td>
<td>Quantities and nutritional quality of household food purchases and acquisitions</td>
<td>ERS, USDA</td>
<td>SR and FNDDS will be the foundation used to quantify and provide nutrient composition for foods purchased and acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and nutrient intake</td>
<td>WWEIA, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey</td>
<td>Per individual intake of food energy and 64 nutrients</td>
<td>NCHS, CDC, DHHS and ARS, USDA</td>
<td>AMPM is used to collect dietary data; FNDDS to quantify and provide nutrient composition for foods consumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrient intake</td>
<td>Total Diet (Market Basket) Study</td>
<td>Contaminants and 16 nutrients in foods</td>
<td>FDA, DHHS</td>
<td>Selection of foods and quantities consumed based on WWEIA, NHANES consumption data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. AMPM, Automated Multiple Pass Method; ARS, Agricultural Research Service; CNPP, Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion; DHHS, Department of Health and Human Services; ERS, Economic Research Service; FNDDS, Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies; NCHS, National Center for Health Statistics; SR, National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference; WWEIA, What We Eat In America.
Public health interventions—The databases along with dietary intake data provide the evidence base for public health interventions and evaluation. They are used for risk assessment, modeling different scenarios for various age-sex groups, and impact analyses of programs such as the fortification of grain products with folate, reduction of sodium and trans fat in the U.S. food supply, and Healthy People 2010 and 2020 (33–35). Recently, the FDA used USDA databases for making policy decisions regarding trans fat labeling and the Sodium Reduction in the Food Supply Initiative (36).

Food and nutrition-related research. USDA food and nutrient databases provide the basic infrastructure for all types of dietary research. They are used in a variety of ways. These include:

- Food and nutrient information in the USDA databases underlies several types of research. These may include research based on nutrition monitoring data (as described earlier) and/or may be independent of the nutrition monitoring data. Some recently published research in the latter category includes investigations of diet-disease relationships, as in the study of dietary nitrate and nitrite consumption and risk of thyroid cancer (37); assessment of diet and nutritional status of communities and populations in and outside the US, such as a study of consumption of added sugars in the US (38) and of diets of Tehranian adults (39); analytical composition work, such as characterization of changes in beef in the US (40); and modeling and risk-benefit analyses, such as assessing intake and exposure outcomes of exchanging meat, poultry, or seafood for dietary protein (41), among others.

SR has been cited by >3000 papers in 160 peer-reviewed journals since 2000 (42). Similar searches for other databases yielded the following results: FNDDS (550 citations) and MPED (123 citations). The number of citations underestimates the use of the databases in dietary research, as many authors fail to reference the databases or use secondary databases based on the USDA databases. A search on PubMed for the terms “NHANES and dietary” yielded ~11,600 results, whereas the terms “NHANES and dietary and database” yielded only 265 results. Research is also disseminated on organization Web sites and through public documents such as the Mortality and Morbidity Reports by the National Center for Health Statistics and Data Briefs by FSRG.

USDA databases are used for coding and calculating nutrient intakes for several large-scale, cross-sectional, and longitudinal studies. Some examples include Healthy Aging in Neighborhoods of Diversity Across the Life Span, a 20-y, longitudinal study to understand the sources of persistent health disparities (NIH) and the Upper Columbia River Tribal Consumption and Use Survey, a survey to characterize the nature and extent of environmental contamination and potential exposures in the Upper Columbia River region by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (43,44). The use of the databases in research is expected to grow exponentially as the use of ASA24, described later, increases.

- In recent years, the databases have been used for economic research, such as to study the impact of price on food and nutrient consumption and obesity, intakes of commodities, and the economics of healthy food consumption. The FICRCD described above converts foods reported in WWEIA, NHANES to retail-level food commodities. ERS uses the FICRCD to estimate retail commodity intakes by different socio-economic groups (11). The FDA uses the databases for economic analyses of its proposed regulations (36).

Labeling and regulation. USDA food and nutrient databases play an important role in nutrient labeling of foods and development and assessment of compliance of regulations. These include:

- Food composition data from SR is the primary support for the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), USDA efforts and those of the retail meat industry to initiate single-ingredient meat labeling in 2012. The retailers can use the data from NDL’s Web site for labeling based on the cuts and fat content (6).

- The FDA’s voluntary nutrition labeling values for the 20 most frequently consumed raw fruits, vegetables, and fish are based on SR data (45). Hence, the SR data provide a repository of current and accurate values for nutrients in foods, which are consumed by a large proportion of the population.

- Commercial food-labeling software and databases, such as the ESHA Genesis R&D, are based on SR data. These are especially used by small manufacturers, where the cost of analytical data is prohibitive. The FDA does not prohibit food manufacturers from using mean values for labeling purposes and accepts the use of ingredient databases to calculate label values if a manufacturer is confident that the values meet the FDA’s compliance criteria (46). The use of SR and FNDDS is expected to grow as new menu labeling requirements for restaurants, part of the Health Care Reform Act, are enforced. In addition, food manufacturers use the database values as reference for nutrient claims.

- Serving size information on all food labels represents the amount of food customarily consumed at one eating occasion or Reference Amounts Customarily Consumed (RACC). The FDA has established RACCs for 139 food product categories based on amounts reported in national surveys (46). The accuracy and validity of the RACCs depend on the food amounts reported by the respondents collected through AMPM and coded using FNDDS.

- Regulatory agencies like the FDA and EPA use exposure assessments and probabilistic modeling to determine the percentile intakes of contaminants or substances of interest. The FDA has recommended that the food industry use these data to support the safety of additives. Its pre-market approval processes for food and color additives require an estimate of probable consumer intake (47). FNDDS foods and intakes are used by the FDA to determine the market baskets for its Total Diet Study, which is designed to determine the intakes of contaminants and elements (19). The EPA has developed and is now updating the Food Commodity Intake Database in partnership with BHNRC for assessment of dietary exposures to pesticide residues. The Food Commodity Intake Database converts FNDDS foods in terms of food commodities rather than as foods consumed (48).

- The use of the databases is not limited to regulations within US. The FAO uses SR data to provide scientific advice to the Codex committees. The Codex commission develops food standards and guidelines to facilitate fair trade and promote coordination on food standards work (49).
Development of tools for research and epidemiological studies. The databases are used as the building blocks or the foundation for developing tools for research. A few examples are described below:

- Commercial nutrient analysis software and databases. Essentially all food composition databases are derived from the SR, e.g., ESHA Database (Joanne Holden, NDL, personal communication, December 2011) and the University of Minnesota’s Nutrition Data System for Research (50).
- Specialized databases such as FPED and FICRCD, as discussed above.
- ASA24 (NCI, NIH), a Web-based tool for conducting self-administered 24-h recalls for research studies. ASA24 adapted the AMPM format and design for the Web and uses FNDDS as the underlying database (51). Version 1 of ASA24, released in September 2011, has been used to collect ~25,000 recalls in ~300 studies within a year (Amy Subar, NCI, personal communication, October 2012).
- Healthy Eating Index (CNPP, USDA and NCI, NIH), a measure of diet quality used to assess compliance with Dietary Guidelines for Americans and monitor changes in dietary patterns. It can also be used to study diet-disease relationships and monitor and evaluate public health and community programs (52). FPED (as was MPED) will be used to compute the Healthy Eating Index.
- FFQ for research studies, e.g., the Diet History Questionnaire (NCI, NIH) and Harvard FFQ. USDA databases provide the foundation for the food and nutrient questions and the nutrient values for the foods reported (2).
- International food composition databases maintained by other countries and international organizations utilize USDA food composition databases either as their core data, which is supplemented by country-specific data, or as a supplement to a core database developed by various organizations within a country. Many developing countries, which do not have their own food composition databases, use USDA databases to develop nutrition programs and guidance (53).

Development of food and diet assessment tools for the consumers. The databases are packaged with user-friendly interfaces to make them accessible to the public or health professionals. Examples include:

- Search tools for viewing nutrient profiles for >8000 foods in SR (ARS, USDA) and 13,000 foods in the FNDDS (ARS, USDA).
- Commercial nutrient analysis software and databases used by dietary practitioners and hospitals for patient care or the hospitality industry, such as the Nutritionist Pro or NutriBase, are mainly based on SR (Joanne Holden, NDL, personal communication, December 2011). Weight Watchers uses nutrient profiles from USDA databases for its core data (54).
- SuperTracker and Food-A-Pedia (CNPP, USDA), consumer-friendly interactive online dietary assessment and food information tools. The SuperTracker tracks the foods you eat and compares with your personalized nutrition targets, whereas the Food-A-Pedia provides nutrition information for >8000 foods and allows the consumer to compare them. The SuperTracker has reached >1 million registered users in 9 mo of its public veiling (55). FNDDS and MPED are the underlying databases for these tools (30).

- Software and Web applications that provide interactive meal planning and nutrition education for kids and adults, such as PickChow, PapayaHead, and HUNGRY HIKER Build-A-Meal (56–58). A recent competition, Apps for Healthy Kids, as part of the Let’s Move campaign, challenged software developers to develop fun and engaging games to encourage children and tweens to eat better, using the USDA nutrition dataset provided. The dataset included nutrition profiles and MyPyramid food groups for >1000 commonly eaten foods and is a subset of FNDDS and MPED (30).
- Nutrient profiling/food scoring systems. In recent years, many nutrient-profiling or food-scoring or -ranking systems have emerged with the intent to guide individuals in choosing nutrient-dense foods through grocery store shelves or front of pack labeling. These include Yale’s NuVal system and the University of Washington’s Nutrient-Rich Food Index, among others (59,60). SR and FNDDS are the underlying databases for these systems.

Major Stakeholders and Users

The users of the USDA databases are diverse and include federal and state agencies; consumer groups; for-profit businesses such as the food industry, restaurants, trade organizations, and database and software application developers; nonprofit organizations such as hospitals, academia, and research; and international organizations and foreign governments, among others. The federal agencies include agencies within the USDA such as the CNPP, ERS, Food and Nutrition Service, and FSIS. Non-USDA agencies include the CDC, FDA, and NIH institutes including the NCI and ODS, among others. Table 2 lists some of these stakeholders and gives examples of the partnerships/projects. The details of some of these projects were discussed in the section above.

Many of these users/stakeholders have partnered with BHNRC to leverage funds and/or scientific expertise to work toward common goals. The center has been successful in building a network of partners and stakeholder involvement. More than one-half of NDL’s funding for food analysis research is provided from external sources, whereas most of the supplement ingredient research funding is from external sources. The NFNAP has been conducted by NDL in cooperation with the NIH, CDC, and FDA since 1997. NFNAP’s goal is to improve the quality and quantity of analytical data in the USDA food composition databases. Foods that are major contributors of nutrients of public health significance are targeted for nationwide sampling and analysis based on food consumption and composition data (5). NDL routinely collaborates with other labs for developing analytical methods and reference materials and with universities for sampling and analytical work. For example, Virginia Tech and Texas A&M Universities provide sample handling and preparation expertise, while Tufts University partners on vitamin K analysis. Similarly, a consortium of federal agencies, ODS/NIH, ARS/USDA, NCHS/CDC, FDA/DHHS, NCI/NIH, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology of the Department of Commerce, provides leadership for the DSID. ODS, NIH provides almost 100% of the funding for DSID (7). These partnerships build on NDL’s expertise in nationwide sampling and expertise in developing food composition databases. Collaborations with the meat industry have enabled the strengthening of the analytical base for beef and pork. These data are the primary support for FSIS efforts and those of the retail meat industry to initiate single-ingredient meat labeling in 2012 and are the official U.S. data for beef marketing, nutrition monitoring, and other studies of the effects.
of beef in human health. Partnerships also exist with many food manufacturers such as Kellogg’s, General Mills, and Campbells. Through these partnerships, the companies provide NDL updated food composition label data for some of their products.

Similarly, FSRG has collaborated with many federal agencies, including the National Center for Health Statistics, ERS, NCI, and EPA and research organizations such as Mathematica Policy Research and Research Triangle Institute. The dietary compo-
Current State of the Databases

The traditional intent of the databases is to provide representative nutrient estimates at both the food composition and food consumption levels. The use of the databases has increased tremendously in the past few years, especially the breadth of uses. They are being increasingly used for purposes they were not originally designed for, such as reporting intakes at individual levels or to assess intakes of foods at an increased level of specificity and detail. There is increasing pressure on the databases to be a continuous tracking mechanism rather than providing snapshots as public health officials look for associations between food supply changes and health outcomes. These new uses of the data are bound to increase with greater availability of technology and public health emphasis on diet-related measures such as sodium and energy reduction.

Keeping up with the pace of changes in the U.S. food system is a major challenge. According to Ng and Popkin (61), there are >85,000 uniquely formulated foods in the marketplace. There is increased consumption of commercially packaged foods, foods away from home, and ethnic and functional foods. The changes in food technology such as functional ingredient formulations, product reformulations, and fortification of products have been tremendous. With these changing needs, variability in nutrient composition and portion size weight data are of concern. Increased specificity and broader coverage is needed in the databases. These changes exacerbate research needs for the databases, especially for brand name or product-specific data, restaurant data, school foods, and ethnic foods. In addition, the currency of the databases is ever more crucial for making policy decisions and keeping up with the fast-paced changes in the food market and food environment.

The databases have met many of these challenges. As part of the NFNAP program, >1200 foods have been analyzed since 1997. These include many commercial brand name foods, ethnic foods such as Latino and Chinese foods, and foods from fast food and regular restaurants. These data from nationwide sampling have replaced old analytical data from published literature and small research studies, thereby improving the statistical power of the data and leading to improvements in accuracy, reliability, and breadth of the data. Similarly, there is an increased emphasis on the inclusion of more commercial brand name and restaurant foods in the FNDDS. These efforts need to be continued and expanded. A comprehensive plan to expand the scientific basis for the data to improve the statistical power of the mean and the variability estimates needs to be developed and implemented. At the same time, databases need to be developed for new, emerging health components.

Sampling one food nationwide and the nutrient analysis costs ~$17–20,000. Internal and external funding cannot keep pace with the depth and breadth of the expanding uses for these databases and the diverse and dynamic U.S. food system. Given budgetary constraints, creative efforts are needed to further address these research challenges. Discussions are needed to plan systems and strategies to systematically deal with these issues.

There needs to be an increased awareness of the role of the databases among the scientific community and policy makers. This is important to ensure continued and enhanced funding. Journals, editors, peer reviewers, and scientists need to be made aware of the importance of the databases. Many authors fail to reference the databases, which masks the magnitude of their impact on research. Increased coordination with research partners and stakeholders is needed to promote their importance. A strategic plan is needed for marketing the databases, including their core values, purposes, goals, objectives, and outcomes.

In conclusion, the USDA food and nutrition databases play an important role in national nutrition monitoring, national food policy, and regulation. They provide the basic infrastructure for food and nutrition research and dietary practice. The users of these databases are diverse and include both public and private stakeholders. Many partnerships and collaborations have been developed with key stakeholders to leverage funds and work toward the common goal of improving the databases. The use of the databases has increased exponentially in the past few years, especially the breadth of uses. The funding for the databases has not kept up with the new and increased uses. These new uses of the databases are bound to increase with greater availability of technology and public health emphasis on diet-related measures such as sodium and energy reduction. The databases have evolved with the changing American diet, food environment, and public health needs. These efforts need to be continued and expanded.
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